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Members 
Present: 
 
 
 
 
Open: Chairman Stevens opened the public hearing at 7:00 pm.  
 
Public Hearing 
 
Motion made by Stevens, 2nd by Finan, to give alternate West voting rights. All were in favor. Motion 
carried.  
 
7:00 pm: Site Plan Application: Applicant/Owner: Brentwood Park LLC. Property is located at 335 Route 
125, Brentwood, NH 03833 in the commercial/industrial zone, referenced by tax map 209.014.000. 
Intent is to review site plan changes of use on the site.  
 
Present: Applicant/Owner Dave Roberts of Brentwood Park, LLC.  
Abutters Present: Jim Michaud; Raymond Drury.  
 
Motion made by Finan, 2nd by Morgan, to invoke jurisdiction and accept the application. All were in 
favor. Motion carried.  
 
Greenwood said Roberts has an as-built plan showing the location of the buildings on site and the 
delineation within the buildings of the uses and who is doing what. There is a 3-page index in the 
enclosed packets (on file) showing where the uses are. This is a very multi-use site and over the years, it 
started looking tired and appeared to be in disrepair. The site walk tonight showed there’s been a lot of 
effort to clean up and organize the activities going on there.  
 
Greenwood and the fire consultant (SFC) have provided comments. Greenwood said the issue the Board 
needs to determine is the degree of oversight the Town should take to ensure that activities on the site 
are safe and the activities going forward don’t end up looking again as they have looked in the recent 
past.  
 
Stevens said there seems to be over a dozen tenants. The Board did a site walk outside the buildings this 
evening. There are 25’ setbacks or a buffer zone and on the North side of the property (Epping side) 
there was a lot of material right up against what appears to be the property line.  This plan doesn’t show 
the “stuff”. Roberts said the plan only shows the buildings. Stevens continued the material on the 
property line needs to be moved out 25’ from the property line; a clear 25’ around the property. There 
are probably markers, pins or a stone wall for the line. The outside display out front was approved on an 
earlier plan and the little “portable” shed in the front was going to be a coffee kiosk or something? 
Roberts said it was going to be like an Aroma Joe’s but then the State said without a deacceleration lane, 
we couldn’t do it. Stevens said that building is approved, and it could be used for any legitimate business 
with NHDOT approvals if necessary. There is a truck parked out there for sale now in the ROW and that 
should be moved. That shed is the closest anything should be in that front area.  
 
Roberts asked 75’ is the state ROW. Stevens said the building setback line is noted on the plan. Board 
can allow some display, but it should be on the plan. Greenwood added and if it’s to display vehicles, the 
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number of vehicles should be noted. Board discussed the setbacks. Greenwood said you can do some 
sort of display starting behind a 50’ setback from the frontage and read from the zoning and regulation 
handbook: “A landscape vegetated strip shall be maintained along the road frontage to a depth of at 
least 50 feet.” From the edge of the road frontage, not ROW, indicates edge of pavement. The 
measurement from edge of pavement, 50’ back, nothing can be in that area. Stevens said frontage is 
what you own. Greenwood said it says road frontage. Steven’s thought it should mean 50’ beyond the 
state ROW, which is 125’. Greenwood said it says 75’ from the ROW. So, if the line is from the edge of 
ROW and the buffer area is 50’ from edge, then 25’ in front of that 75’ ROW line is where they can 
display. There is 125’ from edge of pavement and 25’ from edge of ROW language. Along the road 
frontage, a vegetated strip must be maintained, and you can’t vegetate in the State’s ROW so it must 
mean 50’ goes from the property line and nothing can be done within it.  
 
Bickum presented a previously recorded plan with the affidavit for the RV sales attached. Kennedy 
suggested adding the display area on the as built plan. Stevens said that addendum is still in force and 
there has to be a vegetative strip of 50’ from your frontage, so no display within that 50’ of your land. 
Go to the state ROW and measure 50’ in and keep that area green space.  
 
Stevens also suggested incorporating the display space. Greenwood said it’s the addition of the 50’ 
buffer line and that should be added to the plan. Kennedy added go through Greenwood’s and SFC’s 
comments and incorporate those to the plan. Roberts agreed.  
 
Stevens added and the 25’ clear zone around the property. Greenwood suggested a note that there is no 
allowance for storage within the 25’ setbacks. Add a note on the plan regarding this.  
 
Stevens didn’t think an electrical permit had been pulled on the property in the last 25 years and 
requested any electrical permits be submitted for the next meeting as this will be continued. A licensed 
electrician should come in and go through the buildings to see what meets code for life safety. Likewise, 
for environmental, chemicals stored in the buildings etc. A scope of work for each; electric and 
environmental.  
 
Finan was concerned about environmental issues ongoing, floor finishing, cabinetry, vehicle repair, 
landscaping, etc. There’s a lean to and containers and bins with oil or gas or antifreeze in them. Finan 
was concerned with seepage, leakage, and if chemicals were being disposed of properly, and fire 
hazards.  He would like Robert’s to address with his tenants.  
 
Stevens added it’s about cost. The Board has the authority to hire experts or engineers to review. Before 
the next meeting, with the cost being borne by Roberts, SFC can possibly supply us with a credentialed 
electrician and maybe someone in the environmental field to walk through the property and list what’s 
of concern for basic fire and safety codes. Until we know what’s in there, we can’t move on. Roberts will 
allow it but would like an idea of cost. Greenwood said SFC can do a cost estimate. Stevens said once 
there is a list of concerns, it can be picked away at and possibly some items (barrels of liquid) may have 
to be tested. A number of small garages have been approved and they hire a waste hauler to dispose of 
waste oil etc. Roberts doesn’t seem to know what’s in these buildings.  
 
Abutter Michaud asked is Roberts requesting a change of use? Stevens said yes, the approval here is for 
lumber storage dating back 23 years ago. People have moved in and are doing different things and it 
hasn’t been back before the Board. Roberts said the RV business was approved and existed for about 8 
years and involved maintenance, repair, sales and display. Stevens replied but the designation for what 
was allowed inside the buildings was never changed.  
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Kennedy was concerned with life and safety. Aldred Cheek was concerned with the tractor trailers. 
Roberts said those were associated with the lumber business. Kleinman commented that Roberts is the 
landlord but doesn’t seem to have control over his tenants regarding oversight and supervision which is 
an obligation and duty as a landlord. It is akin to a junkyard and as a landlord, you need to control it. 
Kennedy added that Roberts is ultimately responsible.  
 
Stevens suggested more research from Glenn on junkyards and what is a junkyard in terms of these junk 
vehicles. Matt is living there off and on in an RV. It’s a junk vehicle and should be out of there. Maybe 
Town Counsel needs to be involved regarding what exactly is a junkyard. The car hobbyist is working on 
these vehicles and if they were inside the building and not a fire or environmental hazard, it would be 
okay, but they are sitting outside and should be gone. Same for the Fields of Green truck with weeds 
growing up around it. Stevens suggested coming up with how far the Town can pursue junk vehicles.  
 
Abutter Drury commented about the number of cars coming and going at all hours, day and night. 
Michaud agreed. Stevens suggested hours of operation for commercial business. The Town can only 
control the hours of operation which would preclude middle of the night operations.  
 
Greenwood said there is a waiver request submitted with the application to waive the Town Engineering 
fees as this is an as built with no proposed construction, it’s for the changes in use and seemed to be an 
unnecessary expense to send this to TEC for review when it will be going to SFC to provide review and 
recommendations on what this site plan needs.   
 
Motion made by Morgan, 2nd by West, to accept the waiver request to waive the Town engineering fees 
on this application. All were in favor. Motion carried.  
 
Motion made by Morgan, 2nd by Finan, to continue this hearing for Brentwood Park, LLC changes of use 
to June 17th, 2021 at 7:00 pm at the Town Office meeting room. All were in favor. Motion carried.  
 
This hearing was closed. Johnston arrived at 7:30 pm and replaced alternate West for the remainder of 
the meeting.  
 
7:00 pm: Expedited Site Plan Review: Applicant/Owner:  Stoneface of Brentwood, LLC, Micah Denner, 
“88” Route 125, referenced by tax map 217.024.000. Amendments to a previously approved site plan to 
show all uses on the site.  
 
Present: Micah Denner of Stoneface of Brentwood, LLC and Laura Denner. 
 
Stevens said Denner was in about a month ago and Greenwood had done a site visit prior to that 
meeting and had determined that there had been a greater expansion of space than was originally 
permitted and had agreed to bring in a new plan tonight.   
 
Denner said he met with Greenwood to discuss a new plan and provided the Board with copies. On this 
new plan, the connex’s were added, including a proposed 3rd connex for storage; the hash lines depict 
the material storage. The driveway permit number from NHDOT has been added as it hadn’t been 
approved yet when the last plan was approved. The proposed gate and a proposed sign location are on 
the plan. A note for the recreational use in the rear of the property is on the plan. Stevens said you have 
a right to use your property that way.  
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Morgan asked about the wetlands. Greenwood wasn’t positive if it was part of the prime wetlands and 
would need to look at the report, but no buildings are being proposed here yet but nothing seems too 
close to the wetland areas here. 
 
Denner has spoken with Tim Lavalle and they may do a full-blown draft for any proposed buildings 
within that footprint or smaller. Denner confirmed that currently it’s only parking of vehicles, Bob’s 
Septic trucks, small excavators go in and out, the dump truck, skid steers etc. 99% of our septic waste 
goes to Epping and grease goes to Allenstown. 0% to Brentwood. There is no sewage processing now, 
it’s just storage. When he first came to the Board, he was looking to have a waste dewatering and 
processing operation that will convert solids to loams and organics but 90% of the loam on site now is 
from the parking pad created and the screened loam is from Kingston. Stevens said Denner is a waste 
hauler and what is on site is for the restoration of systems etc. Denner confirmed there is double 
washed stone, coarse grit sand, clean fill there and there is no sewage dumping on this site.  
 
Denner is an instructor in Concord and does training and is contemplating a training facility here. 
Currently the one they use has 15 leach fields but not sure if this property would be a fit. He would also 
like a barn to store vehicles and an office and is currently contemplating his options for this site.  
 
Motion by Kennedy, 2nd by Morgan, to approve the site plan with existing and proposed uses on the site. 
Not for recording and to be kept on file. All were in favor. Motion carried.  
 
7:00 pm: Continued hearing for Master Plan Chapter adoption: Consideration of adopting the 
Community Profile chapter of the Master Plan.  
 
Greenwood has repaid the Town for the first half payment he had received for the Master Plan Chapter 
as it is not completed yet. He will finish the plan but isn’t holding the Town to that payment because it’s 
taken so long to do this chapter. He gave the money back this week and will get the chapter done as 
soon as he can. Stevens added that the Selectman’s office was concerned as funds had been expended 
and it hadn’t been completed and appreciates Greenwood’s principals and commitment to finish this as 
it’s important to have the Master Plan updated as it affects impact fees.  
 
Motion made by Morgan, 2nd by Kleinman, to continue the hearing to adopt the Community Profile 
chapter of the Master Plan to June 17th, 2021 at 7:00 pm in the Town Office meeting room. All were in 
favor. Motion carried.   
 
Stevens asked if Town Counsel could clarify junkyards. Kleinman agreed to review the RSA’s on 
junkyards. Stevens asked if further advice is needed, Kleinman can reach out to NHMA first and if 
necessary, Town Counsel, Walter Mitchell, for some direction. Board agreed.  
 
Motion made by Aldred Cheek, 2nd by Finan, to allow Kleinman as the representative of the Board to 
consult with Walter Mitchell, if necessary, on junkyard regulations up to a maximum of $500 billable 
hours from Mitchell. All were in favor. Motion carried.  
 
Board Business 
The Board signed the manifest.  
 
Letter submitted for used pickup truck sales at 335 Route 125: Nick Mancini of Coral Ridge Truck & 
Auto Inc. is seeking Planning Board approval for a class 2 used vehicle dealer, mainly pickup trucks at 
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335 Rte. 125, tax map 209.014.000 (email on file). RV use (same dealer class) was approved there 
before.  

 
Kennedy would like a defined display area on the plan first. The Board discussed and does not want to 
approve any new uses on this site until health, safety and environmental issues are resolved at 335 Rte. 
125 and a new site plan is approved. The site plan application hearing has been continued to June 17, 
2021 and this pickup truck sales request will remain on the agenda for that meeting. Stevens suggested 
that Robert’s existing site plan could be revoked. Greenwood added legally this proves that the Board 
has been trying to work with him while allowing him to continue business operations on the site.  
  
RULES of PROCEDURE: Review revised DRAFT of PB Rules of Procedure for possible adoption (on file).  
 
Greenwood has added the electronic meetings in section 6 in Meetings on page 2. Aldred Cheek asked 
about re-wording #1 under Meetings on page 2 to read: “Regular meetings shall be held at least monthly 
at the Brentwood Town Offices. Meetings are scheduled for 7:00 pm on the first and third Thursdays of 
each month.”   

 
Motion made by Finan, 2nd by Morgan, to adopt the Planning Board Rules of Procedure with the changes 
discussed. All were in favor. Motion carried. Stevens signed the last page of the Rules of Procedure.  
 
UPDATE: Pentucket Bank the Letter of Credit for Dyment Realty, LLC is not being renewed as of end of 
June 2021. Commercial Drive; 208.015.000. D-31862; A three building site plan recorded in 2004 and 
only 2 of the 3 proposed buildings were completed. The proposed 5,000 sq. ft. smaller building was 
never built. The LOC is for $22,500; open since 2004.  
 
Greenwood has reviewed and feels that no action is necessary. This topic is closed.  
 
Greenwood and Morgan updated the Board that cease-and-desist letters for Rullo and Sampson were 
given to the BOS on 4/21/2021 and PD to deliver this week.  
 
Stevens and Morgan discussed whether Morgan has had a chance to engage Mr. Winham from Exeter 
on creating new business opportunities for Brentwood. Morgan has spoken with Mr. Winham, but it will 
probably be a couple of months out.  
 
Approval of Minutes:  April 15th, 2021 
 
Motion made by Finan, 2nd by Johnston, to approve the minutes from April 15th, 2021 as presented. All 
were in favor with Morgan abstaining. Motion carried.  
 
Motion made by Johnston, 2nd by Morgan, to adjourn at approximately 8:40 p.m. All were in favor. 
Motion carried.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Andrea Bickum,  
Administrative Assistant, 
Brentwood Planning Board 


